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INTRODUCTION
Labeling the connected components of a digitized image is a fundamental process in image analysis and machine vision [1] . The process of labeling assigns a unique label to each connected component in the image. Once an image has been labeled, the components which correspond to different objects can be studied, described, and possibly recognized by higher level image analysis algorithms. The labeling of connected components has been intensively studied and many algorithms for different architectures have been proposed [2] .
On an n 2 n SIMD mesh connected computer, Nassimi and Sahni [3] gave a well-known labeling algorithm which uses divide-and-conquer technique with global operations and complex pointer operations to label an n2n binary image in O(n) time and O(log n) bits of local memory. However, this algorithm has a very large multiplicative constant in its time complexity. Recently, some parallel algorithms using only local operations have been proposed [4, 5] . These algorithms use a fast binary image shrinking algorithm devised by Levialdi [6] . They have very small multiplicative constants in their complexities and are more practical. Cypher, Sanz, and Snyder's first algorithm [4] takes O(n) time and O(n) bits of local memory. Their second algorithm [4] requires O(log n) bits of local memory. However, it takes O(n log n) time. Alnuweiri and Prasanna [5] provided an algorithm with an integer parameter k between 1 and log (2n) which requires O kn 1=k bits of local memory and takes O(kn) time. These well-known local labeling algorithms fail to achieve the lower bound of O(n) in time and O(log n) in space which can be achieved by the global labeling algorithm. Whether there exists a local labeling algorithm which can achieve that lower bound has remained an open question [5, 2] .
The algorithm presented here improves Alnuweiri and Prasanna's algorithm and positively answers this open question. In order to label an n2n binary image in O(n) time and O(log n) space, the proposed algorithm uses a pipeline mechanism with stack-like data structures to shrink O(log n) images at the same time. The algorithm achieves the complexity lower bound with small multiplicative constants, making it the most efficient algorithm in both practical and asymptotic complexity measures.
In the following presentation, we assume that black pixels have value 1 and white pixels have value 0 in a binary image. Following the definition of image connectivity discussed by Kong and Rosenfeld [7] , we assume 8-connectivity among black pixels and 4-connectivity among white pixels. Thus, we consider labeling 8-connected components. However, with simple modification, the algorithm can be extended to labeling 4-connected components.
LOCAL IMAGE COMPONENT LABELING
A connected component in a binary image is a maximal connected set of black pixels. The labeling problem is to assign a unique label to each connected component in the image. Thus, in a labeled image, two black pixels have the same label if and only if they are in the same connected component. We consider labeling an n 2 n binary image on an n 2 n SIMD mesh connected computer with one pixel per processing element.
SIMD Mesh Connected Computer Model
The machine model used here for solving the image component labeling problem is a two-dimensional mesh connected computer composed of n 2 processing elements (PE's) arranged in an n 2 n array. We denote the processor in the i th row and j th column of the mesh by PE i;j with PE 0;0 in the top left corner of the mesh.
Each PE consists of a processor with O(log n)-bits wide data path and O(log n) bits of local memory.
Each processor can perform any O(log n)-bits logic and arithmetic operations in O(1) time. The PE's operate in a single instruction stream, multiple data stream (SIMD) mode, with all control signals coming from a single control unit. Each PE that is not on the edge of the mesh is connected to each of its 4 neighbors via an O(log n)-bits wide communication channel, and PE's on the edge are connected to fewer neighbors.
To label an n 2 n binary image on an n 2 n mesh connected computer, we assign pixel (i; j ) to processing element PE i;j .
In Cypher, Sanz, and Snyder's computer model, PE's are bit-serial and communication channels are also bit-serial [4] . Thus, the time complexities they considered are bit complexities. Both algorithms there have time complexities of O(n log n) bit operations. There are some ambiguities in Alnuweiri and Prasanna's computer model. Their claim that bit-serial processors and communication links can be used without affecting the asymptotic time complexity of their algorithm [5] is only true for the case k = O(log n). For other cases, the model should be a word model where PE's perform word (O(log n) bits) operations and the communication channels are word (O(log n) bits) wide. In this paper, we assume a word model.
Parallel-Shrink and Label-Propagate Operators
Let a denote an n 2 n binary image on the point set X = f(i; j) : 0 i; j n 0 1g with a(i;j)
being the value at pixel (i; j). A local operator ' computes a new value for each pixel (i; j) using the values of a at the pixels in a small neighborhood of pixel (i; j). The parallel-shrink operator ' s was devised by Levialdi [6] and it was traditionally defined using where H is the Heaviside function defined by H(t) = 0 for t 0 and H(t) = 1 if t > 0. The parallel-shrinking operator can also be described using the configurations for changes of pixel values, which makes it easy to understand the operator and the expression given later using logic operations.
The configuration for change from 1 to 0 is shown in Fig. 2(a) and the configuration for change from 0 to 1 is shown in Fig. 2(b) . Since a is a binary image, it is easy to see that we can use the logic operations^(and) and _ (or) to express ' s as follows:
a 0 (i; j) = (a(i; j)^(a(i; j + 1) _ a(i + 1; j) _ a(i + 1; j + 1))) _ (a(i; j + 1)^a(i + 1; j)):
The parallel-shrink operator shrinks components toward the top left corner of the bounding rectangles of connected components. Levialdi [6] has shown that when this operator is applied 2n 0 1 times simultaneously on all the pixels of an n 2 n binary image, each connected component disappears completely. A component with a bounding r 2 r rectangle will shrink to a single black pixel after at most 2r 0 2 shrinking steps and then disappear in the next shrinking step. The shrinking process preserves the connectivity property, that is, no connected component becomes disconnected and no two disconnected components become connected at any shrinking step.
Let a 0 denote the initial n2n binary image and a l denote the image resulted from applying l parallelshrink operations to a 0 . Then, a 2n01 is an all-zeros image and a l+1 results from applying the operator ' s once to a l . Thus, for an n 2 n image, we have a sequence of images a 2n01 ; a 2n02 ; . . . ; a 0 . We refer to l as the index of the image a l in the sequence.
If I is a collection of k images with k = O(log n), we can consider I as an image of k-bits binary numbers. Thus, we can shrink the k images in I simultaneously to obtain a new collection of k images It is not difficult to see that a parallel-shrink-k operation with k = O(log n) can be done in O (1) time. A parallel-shrink-k operation requires that each processor PE i;j read k bits of data from each of its neighbors PE i;j+1 , PE i+1;j , and PE i+1;j+1 , resulting in 3k bits for communications.
The label-propagate operator labels the black pixels of a l from the already labeled image a l+1 . Since the parallel-shrink operator, applied to a binary image iteratively, may shrink different components into the same isolated pixel in different shrinking steps, we assign a new label (i; j; l + 1) to an isolated black pixel in a l which represents a new component, where l + 1 is used to distinguish the component of single pixel at (0; 0) and the background (white pixels). Since 0 i; j n 0 1 and 0 l < 2n 0 1, (i; j; l + 1) can be considered as a (3 log n + 1)-bits number with i in the first log n bits, j in the middle log n bits, and l + 1 in the last log n + 1 bits. Let L l (i; j) be the label of pixel
, and L l+1 (i 0 1; j 0 1) are the same if they are not zero.
, where _ is a bit-wise logic or operation, we can determine the label L l (i; j ) of pixel (i; j) in a l as follows: It is easy to see that a label-propagate operation can be done in O(1) time. Since a label takes 3 log n + 1 bits, a label-propagate operation requires that each processor PE i;j read 3 log n + 1 bits of data from each of its neighbors PE i;j01 , PE i01;j , and PE i01;j01 , resulting in 9 log n + 3 bits for communications.
Local Labeling Techniques
Using parallel-shrink and label-propagate local operations, the basic local labeling algorithm proceeds in two phases [4] . In the first phase, it applies a parallel-shrink operation to an n 2n binary source image a 0 2n 0 1 times, resulting in 2n binary images a 0 ; a 1 ; . . . ; a 2n01 . Image a 2n01 is an all-zeros image. In the second phase, it applies a label-propagate operation to assign labels to image a 2n02 which consists of isolated black pixels only. These labels are then propagated to the black pixels connected to them in a 2n03 by applying a label-propagate operation, then to a 2n04 , and so on until a 0 is labeled. In the labeling process, new isolated pixels which represent new components may be encountered. When this happens, the label-propagate operation assigns new labels to the isolated pixels and the labeling process continues.
Note that the label-propagate operations are applied in the reverse order to the images generated by the parallel-shrink operations. Thus, the above simple algorithm requires each PE i;j to have 2n bits of local memory to store pixel (i; j ) of each of the 2n images. Since it has been shown that O(log n) bits of memory are sufficient to solve the labeling problem [3] , researchers have been trying to reduce the memory requirement [4, 5, 2] . If less than 2n bits of local memory are allowed, then only a subset of the 2n intermediate images can be stored in the mesh at any time and the remaining images have to be generated in order during the labeling process. Suppose that image a l+1 has been labeled and the next image to be labeled is a l . If a l is in the memory, it can be labeled using a label-propagate operation; if it is not, we must generate it from the image a r available in the memory with maximum index r < l.
Cypher, Sanz, and Snyder's log-space algorithm [4] reduces the local memory requirement to O(log n)
bits of memory per PE, but it increases the time to O(n log n). Alnuweiri and Prasanna's algorithm [5] requires bits of local memory per PE with k in the range between 1 and log (2n).
A FAST LOCAL LABELING ALGORITHM
We present a fast local labeling algorithm which is based on a pipeline mechanism and stack-like data structures. Let 2n = m k for any integer k with 1 k log (2n). In order to reduce the time
bits of local memory per PE, we first introduce a pipeline mechanism to shrink k images at a time. In our algorithm, by the time any image a l is needed, it has been generated and is available for use.
Pipeline Mechanism
We design a pipeline consisting of k stages Stage k01 ; Stage k02 ; . . . ; Stage 0 as shown in Fig. 3 . We can use the step number to coordinate the pipeline stages. Let Stage k01 start to work at step Choosing k = 3, we have m = 2. We want a sequence of images a 7 ; a 6 ; . . . ; a 0 for the labeling process.
Intermediate images in squares generated by each stage need to be stored.
Step Since all PE's in an SIMD computer perform the same instruction, any stack-like data structure operation is performed on the two-dimensional array of all the corresponding stack-like data structures.
We define the following basic operations which can be done in O(1) time.
• set_empty(S): sets S empty;
• pop(S): returns the top image in S and shift images in area data 1 one position to the top;
• push(a, S): pushes image a into area data 2 of S.
Since Stage h pushes a new sequence of m images into the stack-like data structure S (h) when
Stage h01 pops the previous sequence of m images out of S (h), pushing images into S (h) will never overwrite it. As the example in Fig. 4 shows, Stage 1 pushes the image sequence a 0 ; a 2 into S (1) when
Stage 0 pops the previous sequence a 6 ; a 4 out of S (1). Also, when Stage h01 needs another sequence and pops images out from S (h), Stage h has already pushed a new sequence into S (h). Thus, we will never pop a empty stack-like data structure. In the same example, when Stage 0 needs the sequence a 2 ; a 0 , Stage 1 has already pushed that sequence into S (1).
Labeling Algorithm
The fast local labeling algorithm is presented below. To argue the correctness of the algorithm, we first give a theorem. The theorem can be proved by induction on h and is a little tedious. Due to the space limitation, we omit the proof. With the example given before, however, the theorem is easy to understand. , since m = (2n) 1=k and 1 k log (2n).
The time complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the number of parallel-shrink-k operations, the number of label-propagate operations, and the number of stack-like data structure push/pop operations.
Since Proof: Only parallel-shrink-k and label-propagate operations exchange data among PE's. Since each parallel-shrink-k operation requires each PE to exchange 3k bits with its 3 neighbor PE's and each labelpropagate operation requires each PE to exchange 9 log n+3 bits with its 3 neighbor PE's, we can compute the number of bits exchanged in the local labeling algorithm as Thus, the communication complexity is O(n log n) bits, since m k = 2n and k log (2n). 3
Our algorithm's communication complexity is the same as the algorithms in [4, 5] . When k is 1, the time and space complexities of our algorithm are basically the same as the first algorithm in [4] and the algorithm in [5] . When k is O(log n), our algorithm requires O(log n) bits of local memory per PE, the same as the second algorithm in [4] and the algorithm in [5] . However, our algorithm only takes O(n) time, whereas their algorithms take O(n log n) time.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a local labeling algorithm which takes O(n) time and requires O kn 1=k bits of memory per PE to label an n 2 n image on an n 2 n SIMD mesh connected computer, where k is any integer between 1 and log (2n). When k = O(log n), the algorithm is an O(n)-time and O(log n)-space local labeling algorithm, which gives a positive answer to the question posed by Alnuweiri and Prasanna [5, 2] . Furthermore, the algorithm uses local operators and involves low communication overhead, having a very small multiplicative constants in its complexities. The algorithm presented here is the most efficient algorithm for image component labeling on mesh connected computers in both theoretical and practical complexity measures.
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